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Abstract

The C preprocessor has received strong criticism in academia, among others regarding separation of concerns, error proneness, and code obfuscation, but is widely used in practice. Many (mostly academic) alternatives to the preprocessor exist, but have not been adopted in practice. Since developers continue to use the preprocessor despite all criticism and research, we ask how practitioners perceive the C preprocessor. We performed interviews with 40 developers, used grounded theory to analyze the data, and cross-validated the results with data from a survey among 202 developers, repository mining, and results from previous studies. In particular, we investigated four research questions related to why the preprocessor is still widely used in practice, common problems, alternatives, and the impact of undisciplined annotations. Our study shows that developers are aware of the criticism the C preprocessor receives, but use it nonetheless, mainly for portability and variability. Many developers indicate that they regularly face preprocessor-related problems and preprocessor-related bugs. The majority of our interviewees do not see any current C-native technologies that can entirely replace the C preprocessor. However, developers tend to mitigate problems with guidelines, even though those guidelines are not enforced consistently. We report the key insights gained from our study and discuss implications for practitioners and researchers on how to better use the C preprocessor to minimize its negative impact.

1 Introduction

The C preprocessor is a language-independent tool for lightweight meta-programming that fills a need, among others, for portability and variability. The preprocessor is widely used in practice. It is essentially used in all projects written in C and C++, including many well-known databases and operating systems. In academia, however, the preprocessor has received strong criticism since at least the early 90s. Researchers have criticized its lack of separation of concerns \cite{5, 15, 25, 52, 57}, its proneness to introduce subtle errors \cite{6, 15, 33, 40, 44, 58}, and its obfuscation of the source code \cite{3, 6, 12, 42, 52}. Additionally, its complexity hinders tool support available in other languages, such as automating refactorings \cite{20, 29, 28, 43, 66, 67}. Many studies have found bugs related to preprocessor use \cite{1, 21, 29, 44, 60, 62}. The C preprocessor essentially has not changed since the 70s, but researchers have proposed several alternatives, such as syntactical preprocessors \cite{8, 43, 68}, aspect-oriented programming \cite{2, 42} and various forms of metaprogramming. However, such alternatives have not been adopted...
in practice. Some projects adopt code guidelines such as “code cluttered with #ifdefs is difficult to read and maintain, don’t do it” in the Linux kernel.\(^1\) Although some tools could enforce such guidelines \([6, 40, 56, 60]\), researchers show that they are not followed strictly in practice \([12, 40]\).

Since developers continue to use the C preprocessor despite all criticism and research, this paper asks the basic question: **How do practitioners perceive the C preprocessor?** Do developers perceive similar problems as researchers indicate, or are problems exaggerated in the research literature? How do developers address potential problems and what kind of alternatives do they seek, if any? Are we possibly faced with a technology-transfer or education problem? Answering such questions provides guidance on research, tool building, technology transfer, and education.

To understand how developers perceive the C preprocessor, we interviewed 40 developers and cross-validated our results with (a) a survey among 202 developers, (b) results mined from software repositories, and (c) prior studies in this field. Complementing prior studies that analyzed how the preprocessor is used in source code, we actually talked to developers to solicit perceptions and opinions. We focus primarily on conditional compilation, because it is more controversial and error prone than lexical inclusion of files and macro expansion. In our research, we rigorously follow established empirical methods for interviews \([17, 36]\), surveys \([11]\), and text analysis \([32]\). Specifically, we follow a research method called grounded theory \([4, 10]\). We report the key insights gained in our interviews (and validated with the survey and other empirical data) and derive implications for practitioners and researchers.

Our results suggest that developers perceive the preprocessor as an elegant solution to handle portability and variability, but they are also well aware of the problems discussed in the academic literature. Developers typically report that they try to avoid preprocessor use or follow code guidelines to minimize problems, such as avoiding #ifdef directives inside function bodies and avoiding nesting of conditional directives beyond three levels. Most developers (over 80\%) particularly agree to avoid #ifdef blocks that do not align with the code structure (coined undisciplined annotations \([40]\)) because they negatively impact code comprehension, maintainability and error proneness; we detected that actually only few developers introduced 85\% of all such cases.

Developers often deal with bugs related to preprocessor use. Most developers (67\%) agree these bugs are easier to introduce, and 74\% believe that they are harder to detect than other bugs. Our findings suggest that developers use inefficient testing strategies that normally do not detect bugs related to conditional compilation. Open-source developers instead rely on support from end-users to test the source code on different platforms and report bugs.

When asked for alternatives to preprocessor use, developers mainly discussed different encodings, C-language mechanisms, and build-system mechanisms. In contrast, alternatives such as syntactical preprocessors \([8, 43, 68]\) and aspect-oriented programming \([2, 42]\) have not been mentioned by any of our interviewees. Developers argued that new technologies would hinder adoption, since the C compiler is available for many platforms and the preprocessor is always there to deal with variability.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

1. We interviewed 40 developers to better understand how developers perceive the practical use of the C preprocessor and analyze the results using grounded theory.
2. We cross-validated our interview findings by surveying 202 developers and comparing them with results from repository mining and prior studies.

\(^1\) Linux kernel guidelines for patch submission in Documentation/SubmittingPatches.
We discuss results and implications of our study for researchers and practitioners.

2 State of the Art

The preprocessor is widely used in practice, in essentially all projects written in C and C++. It is executed during the compilation process and performs three interacting tasks: (a) it lexically includes files (#include), (b) it expands macros (defined with #define), and (c) it conditionally excludes part of the source code depending on which and how macros are defined (#ifdef, #if, etc). All three functions of the C preprocessor have been criticized.

- Lexical inclusion causes large amounts of I/O operations during compilation and slows down the build process. For example, an average file in the Linux kernel includes over 300 header files [29]. There is movement in the C community towards a proper build system to replace #include directives [23].

- Lexical macros allow all kinds of potential problems [12] since they have no notion of structure, hygiene, or capture avoidance that advanced macro systems support [9,16,31,43,68]. Developers avoid these problems by following certain patterns when defining macros [12], which are broadly adopted and also checked by a number of static analysis tools [56]. In addition, C++ introduced several language features to replace common uses of preprocessor macros [34,46].

- Since conditional compilation removes code before compilation, it causes compilers and many other analysis tools to see only parts of the code. It has been criticized as limiting separation of concerns, as obfuscating the code, as being error prone, and as preventing tool support, as we will discuss next. Interactions of conditional compilation with lexical inclusion and macro expansion make it even harder to reason about the preprocessor execution.

In the following, we discuss challenges induced by the C preprocessor (especially conditional compilation, because inclusion and macro expansions are relatively well understood) and available mitigation strategies, as they are discussed in the research literature. These challenges guided us in the design of our study to analyze whether and how the perception of developers differs from that in the research literature.

2.1 Readability and separation of concerns

Many research studies criticized the preprocessor regarding its limited separation of concerns and code obfuscation, which make maintenance and code comprehension difficult [6,12,19,29,40]. In particular, when conditional directives are used at fine granularity and are strongly scattered, it can be difficult to follow the control flow logic [3,52]. Such source code is sometimes referred to as the “#ifdef hell” by developers [42]. Long and deeply nested conditional compilation directives also can make it difficult to see when specific code fragments are included [5,33,52]. Several researchers have proposed aspect-oriented programming as an alternative [2,42], where optional code would be separated into distinct code artifacts and woven together at compile time, but we are not aware of any adoption beyond some research projects.

A specific practice that has been discussed in detail is the use of undisciplined annotations: conditional compilation directives that do not align with the code structure as illustrated in Figure 1. Undisciplined annotations have been related to error proneness [12,29,40,44], hindered code understanding and maintainability [6,12], and limitations in tool support (see below) [6,18,19,51]. An empirical study by Liebig et al. [40] revealed that most conditional
compilation directives in 40 open source C projects are disciplined, but 15.6% of all #ifdef blocks do not align with the code structure.

2.2 Combinatorial explosion and parsing unpreprocessed C code

Conditional compilation decides which code fragments to include (including other preprocessor directives) depending on the values of macros. The number of possible preprocessed variants explodes exponentially with the number of macros involved in #ifdef and similar directives. C projects often have a large number of conditional directives depending on many macros; for instance, which parts of the Linux kernel are compiled depends on more than 12 thousand macros [38,60].

A separate analysis of every possible preprocessed variant simply does not scale in any but the smallest systems. A typical strategy to cope with the combinatorial explosion is through sampling, for example, by analyzing representative or large variants with most conditional code included. For more systematic sampling, researchers have proposed combinatorial testing strategies [26,49] and strategies that maximize configuration coverage [60]. Sampling is inherently incomplete though and may not discover issues occurring only in few variants due to interactions or complex #if conditions.

Some researchers have started to investigate tools that can parse unpreprocessed code and preserve all compile-time choices during the analysis. While earlier tools used unsound heuristics or supported only specific usage patterns of the preprocessor (e.g., requiring disciplined annotations) [6,19,51], more recent tools as TypeChef [29,41] and SuperC [22] can accurately parse and analyze unpreprocessed C code, covering all configurations. In the product-line community, such analyses are called family-based analyses [64].

2.3 Error proneness and guidelines

Previous studies discussed the error-prone characteristics of the preprocessor [12,15,58] and found many bugs related to conditional compilation [1,12,21,30,44,53,60,61], ranging from dead code to syntax and type errors and to behavioral issues and memory leaks. Spencer and Collyer [58] argue that many macro combinations are tested and often do not even make sense. Others argue that the simplicity of the C preprocessor enables developers to make ad-hoc extensions instead of restructuring the code, which leads to poor code quality and bugs related to preprocessor usage [6,15].

Code guidelines have been developed to prevent certain common problems, e.g., undisciplined annotations or scope issues with macros [12,40,56]. Even though some of them can be enforced automatically by analysis tools [40,56], research shows that such code guidelines are often but not strictly followed [12,40].
2.4 Difficulty of developing tool support and syntactic preprocessors

Finally, preprocessor directives also make the development of tool support more difficult [22, 29, 40]. Even simple tasks as removing obsolete macros or identifying dead code require sophisticated analyses [6, 61]. Developing refactoring engines for C code is extremely challenging due to the need to parse unpreprocessed code (possibly with undisciplined annotations) and the need to deal with macro expansion [18, 20, 39, 67]; it is challenging even when conditional compilation is not considered [50, 59].

Many academic proposals for preprocessor alternatives are driven by a desire to provide better tool support and analysis. For example, ASTEC is a syntactic preprocessor that enables precise refactoring [43]. Several other syntactic preprocessors or related environments have been proposed [8, 9, 13, 27, 65, 68]. Some researchers propose means to refactor existing C code to alternative implementations [2, 43, 65] or at least undisciplined to disciplined annotations [19, 45, 55]. We are not aware of any adoption of these alternatives in practice though.

All prior studies on the C preprocessor that we are aware of were based on conceptual arguments or evidence extracted from software repositories. Our study is designed to elicit the perception of developers by talking to them.

3 Research Method

The goal of our research study is to analyze the strengths, drawbacks, and alternatives to the C preprocessor, as perceived by C developers. We specifically collect information about the C preprocessor that cannot be observed by analyzing only artifacts as in previous studies. We performed this research study primarily by interviewing developers and cross-validating our results with survey questions, other information from software repositories, and related studies. In this section, we give an overview of our research method. Details can be found in the appendix.

For this research, we combine several empirical research methods, including interviews, surveys, and mining software repositories. Empirical research methods allow us to investigate how human developers think and behave. We study not only the outcome of the development process, but assess also their opinions and perceptions. If not conducted carefully, empirical research can result in biased and superficial results. However, whole communities of researchers have investigated how to perform empirical studies that reduce biases and enable reliable and reproducible research despite potentially vague research materials. For example, following strict protocols and documenting steps and research results when analyzing transcribed interviews can mitigate many biases that researchers might otherwise introduce. In addition, cross-validating results from different sources is essential. This way, results complement and confirm each other and form a more reliable bigger picture. In this research, we strictly followed established research methods and cross-validated our results across several sources and with prior research results, as we will explain.

3.1 Research Questions

Our research is motivated by the mismatch between the critique that the C preprocessor has received from academics [6, 12, 19, 29, 40, 58] and the number of alternatives [2, 8, 42, 43, 68] on the one side and the broad use in practice on the other side. Specifically, we raise the following research questions:

RQ1. Why is the C preprocessor still widely used in practice?
RQ2. What do developers consider as alternatives to preprocessor directives?
RQ3. What are common problems of using preprocessor directives in practice?
RQ4. Do developers care about the discipline of preprocessor annotations?

We present the results for each research question separately in Sections 4–7.

3.2 Research Strategy

We performed our research in three phases, designing three studies. In the first phase, we analyzed the literature and identified the research questions stated above (see also Section 2). In the second phase, we performed semi-structured interviews with 40 developers (Study 1). In the third phase, we cross-validated our interview findings by conducting a survey among developers contributing to open source C projects (Study 2; 202 responses), mining data from 24 software repositories (Study 3), and comparing our results with prior research results.

3.3 Corpus

For all three studies, we use a corpus of 24 open source C systems. With the revision history of the systems in the corpus, we identified candidate interviewees and survey participants, and we studied technical aspects. We selected the systems in the corpus based on prior corpus studies on the C preprocessor [12,38], covering a range of different domains and sizes (2.6 thousand to 7.8 million lines of code). We selected only projects for which we could find developer contact information in commits. The corpus includes the following projects: Apache, Bash, Bison, Cherokee, Dia, Flex, Fwem, Gawk, Gnuchess, Gnuplot, Gzip, Irssi, Libpng, Libsoup, Libssh, Libxml2, Lighttpd, Linux, Lua, M4, Mpsolve, Res, Sqlite, and Vim.

3.4 Study 1: Interviews

We started our study by interviewing developers on how they perceive the C preprocessor. To reduce any potential bias and to make our study replicable, we followed the established exploratory research method grounded theory [4,10]. We performed semi-structured interviews [17,36], which are informal conversations where the interviewer lets the interviewees express their perception regarding specific topics. To elicit not only the foreseen information, but also unexpected data, we avoided a high degree of structure and formality and, instead, used open-ended questions. To cover the topic broadly, our questions evolved during the interview process based on gained insights [4,10]. We followed standard guidelines regarding how to perform interviews [17,36]. For example, we explained the purpose of the interviews, we provided clear transitions between major topics, we did not allow interviewees to get off topic, we allowed interviewees to ask questions before starting the interview, and we scheduled the interviews beforehand.

The interviews were grounded in research questions RQ1–4. We typically started an interview by asking developers about their experience with the C preprocessor and then tried to cover 4-6 different topics. The topics evolved during the interviews, and we asked different topics to different developers based on their background and answers. This is a standard approach to cover a topic broadly and qualitatively. Questions included ‘In which situations do developers use conditional directives?’; ‘How do developers test different macro combinations in their code?’; and ‘What do developers think about directives that split up parts of C constructions?’; see the appendix for a complete list. In addition to these questions, we used code snippets to ask developers concrete questions about code to encourage them to give more concrete answers. For each interviewee, we searched through the code repositories
and selected code snippets related to that specific developer. We sent such snippets by email before the scheduled interview.

We performed 10 phone and 30 email interviews. We initially contacted developers via email presenting some information about our project and asked them to participate. We encouraged developers to perform phone interviews, but we also provided the alternative to answer our questions via email. When necessary, emails interviews involved back and forth conversations (i.e., a dialogue between researcher and participant). We sent at least one additional email with further questions in 19 (63%) out of the 30 email interviews we conducted. This and the fact that we cover the same questions in both phone and email interviews allows us to discuss them together as interviews, and not separately as phone and email interviews. To analyze the interview transcripts, we again followed established research methods: coding the answers, analyzing keywords, organizing them into concepts and categories, and writing memos [10]. We met weekly to discuss the memos and noticed that interviewees progressively started to give similar answers, a situation called saturation [10]. At this point, we considered the topic sufficiently clear and focused on other topics that needed further elaboration. The specific coding outcome is listed in the appendix.

We selected participants for the interviews from active developers in the 24 projects of our corpus. By mining the repositories, we identified the top 10% active developers in each projects that regularly use conditional compilation (ranked by code churn). We sent emails to 213 open-source developers, and 32 (15%) participated in our interviews. Even though many open-source contributors expressed that they primarily worked in industrial projects, we additionally explored whether interviewees recruited from industrial projects would provide additional insights. After reaching out to our contacts (convenience sampling), eight developers from Brazilian companies accepted to participate in our interviews. Most of our 40 interviewees self-identified as having at least 5 years of experience and many worked both within open-source and industrial contexts. Our developer selection is biased toward developers with experience with conditional compilation, which we counteracted however by cross-validating our results with a survey of a broader population. See the appendix for a characterization of the interviewees. In our result presentation, we refer to individual anonymized participants as P1–P40.

3.5 Study 2: Survey

Whereas our interviews are designed to elicit qualitative insights into practices and reasons, our survey is designed to collect quantitative data from a large population. We designed the survey after completing and evaluating the interviews. It is a standard research approach to first perform qualitative investigations to identify relevant questions and subsequently perform a survey to explore them quantitatively in a larger population [24,47].

With the survey, we explored topics that were unclear from the interviews or where we wanted additional quantitative data. We performed an online survey to reach more developers and again followed common guidelines for that research method [11]. For several questions, the survey included code snippets to make questions more concrete. We mention the survey questions while discussing our results in Sections 4–7. Details on the survey, including the exact questions, can be found in the appendix.

To select participants for our survey, we aimed at reaching a broader audience of developers with different levels of experience regarding conditional directives usage. We randomly sampled from all developers that contributed to the 24 projects in our corpus, excluding our interviewees. We sent emails to 3,091 developers and 202 (6.5%) filled out our survey.
3.6 Study 3: Mining undisciplined annotations

To investigate the issue of undisciplined annotations further, one of the most controversial and criticized issues in the literature, we mined software repositories to analyze different versions of the source code and statically detected undisciplined annotations. Specifically, we analyzed each commit in 14 projects of our corpus. We considered only projects with at least two active developers to compare their programming style regarding undisciplined annotations. We used a modified version of Liebig’s Cppstats tool [40]. With this tool, we identified all commits that introduced undisciplined annotations, data which we analyzed grouped by developer. Subsequently, we interviewed four developers regarding their reasons for introducing specific undisciplined annotations. See the appendix for details.

3.7 Threats to validity

We selected interviewees by sending email to developers and only those interested in the topic participated in our study. From 40 interviews, even though they cross 24 projects of different sizes and domains and 3 companies, it is difficult to generalize results. Nonetheless, we alleviated these threats by cross-validating with a survey of a larger population. Our survey could be filled out in around 10-15 minutes, which encouraged more developers to participate. Code snippets used in our survey might be misunderstood by developers or might conflate multiple issues; that is, related results can only be interpreted in the context of these snippets. To detect undisciplined annotations, we used Cppstats [40], which is based on heuristics and may miss-classify a small number of annotations, but we expect that this does not affect the bigger picture collected across multiple projects.

In the following, we report the main findings of our study, structured by our four research questions. At the end of each research question, we summarize our main findings and the corresponding data sources used.

4 RQ 1: Why is The C Preprocessor Still Widely Used in Practice?

The C preprocessor has been heavily criticized in previous research, which raises the question of why it is still used in practice (RQ1). To fully answer this question, we need two pieces of information. The first is whether developers are actually aware of these (academic) criticisms, and the second is the set of scenarios in which developers find the C preprocessor useful. If developers are aware of the potential problems, but still use the C preprocessor, this suggests that there are cases in which using the C preprocessor is still the preferred or even the only available alternative. However, to identify such cases, we first need to understand the various situations in which the C preprocessor is used.

4.1 Developers’ Awareness of C Preprocessor Criticism

We find that developers are aware of the criticism the C preprocessor has received, but they still believe that it is an elegant solution to handle variability and overcome portability problems, if properly used (P1-P3, P18, P22, P23, P26). As one developer (P39) explains: “Every feature of any technology can be abused or misused. When used appropriately, the use of preprocessor directives is not a problem.” That said, many developers (P1-P3, P5-P8, P19, P20, P22-P26, P30-P33) are aware that they must follow code guidelines to minimize problems related to code comprehension, maintainability, and error proneness (C preprocessor problems are discussed in more detail in Section 6).
4.2 Usage of the C Preprocessor

Our discussion with developers reveals the following five cases in which they use the C preprocessor.

- **Portability.** Despite being from different domains, many of the systems we studied need to support multiple platforms and operating systems. The C preprocessor is perceived as a convenient way to ensure the system’s portability across these different environments. For example, developers often use conditional directives to check settings of operating systems, platforms, compilers, and library versions (P1-P3, P6, P17-P25, P27). Based on these settings, developers use certain macros, types, and header files that may only be available when using a specific operating system or compiler. For example, it is not possible to include Windows specific headers such as `windows.h` when compiling the source code on Linux or Mac OS. In addition to handling platform-specific header files, portability also involves checking for specific system constraints as well as making use of platform-specific functionality during implementation (P1, P3, P18, P19, P21, P24, P27). For example, in some operating systems, such as GNU Hurd, there is no imposed limit on overall file name length, as there is on Windows.

- **Variability.** Developers often repeat that they use conditional directives to provide optional features or to select between alternative implementations. For example, one participant (P4) describes his use of variability as follows: “I use conditional directives to remove parts of the library I do not need, since it makes the binary code much smaller.” Reducing binary size may influence developers’ decision in using macros to represent optional functionality (i.e., features). The `DEBUG` feature is one extreme example of this, which was mentioned frequently by developers. `DEBUG` is a common feature developers use to print messages along the source code to understand what is going on during execution (P21, P22, P23). Since `DEBUG` may not be useful for end-users, developers guard debugging code with the corresponding macro such that end-users can exclude it from the binary code during compilation. Several developers also state that they commonly use conditional directives to support alternate implementations (P13, P27, P38-P40). For example, in Libssh, developers can choose between different cryptographic libraries such as Libcrypt or Libcrypto, depending on the characteristics of the cryptographic algorithms they want to use. They find that the C preprocessor provides a convenient way to switch between such libraries at compile-time.

- **Code Optimization.** Some developers explain that, apart from excluding unnecessary functionality, they also explicitly use conditional directives to optimize the code for performance or size (P3, P4, P40). Interviewees explain that they often do not trust that all compilers will properly optimize their code. Thus, in some cases, developers take the task of optimizing the code into their own hands by implementing known code optimizations after checking for compiler name and version at compile-time using the C preprocessor. For example, the Gcc compiler offers some GNU Extensions such as type discovery and zero-length arrays. Developers explain that they want to make use of such optimizations if they are aware of their availability as this allows them to actively make the binary code smaller and faster.

- **Code Evolution.** A few developers state that they also often use conditional directives during the introduction of new code versions related to critical functionality (P27, P28, P39). In this context, they introduce new implementations inside conditional directives, but they remove the previous version only when the new version is stable. They explain that by using conditional directives, they can switch between the old and new implementations for testing purposes.
Language Limitations. Several developers mention using conditional directives because of the limitations of the C language (P6, P14-P16, P20, P36-P38). For example, they use #ifdef checks to avoid multiple inclusion of header files. Such header guards (or include guards) are probably one of the few applications of the C preprocessor that is accepted by critics [58].

Some developers also mentioned using macros and function-like macros to avoid code duplication and to encapsulate frequently-changing code (P20, P39, P40). This way, developers need to only change the definition of the macro instead of changing all occurrences in the code. For example, Figure 2 shows how function-like macros can be used to define the behavior of DEBUG_MSG. While avoiding duplication and supporting encapsulation are not specific to the C language, using the C preprocessor is perceived as a convenient way to change function definitions at compile-time instead of at run-time. Previous studies [35,46] considered the replacement of preprocessor macros with new features and idioms in the C++ programming language.

4.3 Discussion

We observed that the answers in our interview data reached a saturation point that is why we did not include this research question in our survey. This is also supported by the fact that many of the cases of C preprocessor usage we find (apart from the rare case of supporting code evolution) align with those found in previous work. For example, Ernst et al. [12] observed that portability accounts for 37% of the use of conditional directives in the systems they examined, while include guards account for 6.2%. They also found frequent usage of inline functions or function-like macros. Ernst et al. also argue that in order to eliminate some of the preprocessor usage, developers must be confident that the compiler will perform the necessary code optimizations. Our interviews support this and further suggest that, even after more than a decade, developers still lack this confidence in compiler optimizations.

Summary 1

Developers are aware of the criticism the C preprocessor receives, but still use it in the following situations: (1) supporting portability, (2) supporting variability, (3) providing code optimizations, (4) supporting code evolution, and (5) overcoming language limitations.

Data Sources: Interviews (Study 1) and Prior studies [12,40,54,58]
RQ 2: What do Developers Consider as Alternatives to Preprocessor Directives?

We have seen that developers are aware of the problems and risks of using the C preprocessor but still have several use cases for which they need the C preprocessor’s functionality. While researchers have proposed alternatives [8, 9, 43, 68], we wanted to see which alternatives developers are aware of or would recommend. We asked whether developers have thought about alternatives to the C preprocessor. We did not ask about specific alternatives or tools, because it was apparent that they usually would not be familiar with them. When we asked for preferences, we were only comparing different ways of using the C preprocessor. Our main goal with this question was to identify perceived alternatives, not to judge existing ones.

We generally received three kinds of answers: suggestions to use the C preprocessor in specific ways (guidelines on how to structure the code), suggestions to use in-language runtime mechanisms instead of compile-time mechanisms of the preprocessor, and arguments that the preprocessor cannot be replaced. Equally important is that none of our interviewees mentioned alternative preprocessors, aspect-oriented programming, or other metaprogramming solutions suggested by researchers. In the following, we discuss the three kinds of answers we received, cross-validated with survey findings.

5.1 Guidelines for Structuring Code

The first common suggestion to avoid using the C preprocessor is to separate alternative and optional code on the function, file and directory structure level (P3, P8, P9, P14, P18, P24). For functions, the idea is to define alternative implementations of a function in separate files and to use the build system and the linker to choose the desired one. Figure 3b shows an example of this. Similarly, grouping related files in the same directory can also move compilation control to the build system, i.e., the whole directory will be compiled or not. Such structuring of the code means that no preprocessing is necessary within files. Additionally, the code structure is portable and requires no special tools. Nonetheless, one developer (P15) cautions that structuring the code in this way may leave it more difficult to comprehend. It is also difficult to deal with similar functions and code duplication if developers do not use helper functions for the common code.

The answers we received align with previous academic discussions [48, 58], but did not reach a saturation point in our analysis. Therefore, we asked a larger population of developers whether they prefer this code structuring strategy. In the survey, we present the two equivalent code snippets shown in Figure 3, asking developers which one they prefer based on a five-point Likert scale. We find that 30% prefer to use conditional directives inside function bodies (i.e., Figure 3a), while 60% prefer to use different functions to solve portability concerns (i.e., Figure 3b). The remaining 10% of respondents had no preference between both options.

5.2 Alternative In-language Runtime Mechanisms

Another alternative that was suggested frequently during our interviews is the use of runtime variability binding (i.e., C if Statements) instead of compile-time binding with the preprocessor (i.e., #ifdef directives). An example of this is shown in Figure 4b.2 Many

2 While the decision here is still made statically, it could also be loaded from command-line options.
developers state that they prefer to solve variability at run-time, when possible, since it is more flexible (P1-P4, P6, P23, P40). One developer (P23) illustrates on this, saying: “If something can reasonably be done without the preprocessor, I choose to do it that way. Once the binary is there, it is much more flexible to enable functions at run-time or with a configuration file than having to recompile the project again.”

To achieve such run-time variability, interviewees suggest using variables and enumerators instead of macros with constant values. They also suggest using inline functions to optimize the source code instead of function-like macros. However, developers also caution that run-time variability, e.g., the use of global variables and enumerators, is not thread-safe in C, and that using run-time variability is not possible in some cases. For instance, when runtime checks are not feasible due to performance reasons. One developer clarifies that run-time checks would cause performance overheads when checking for debugging mode, for example. This developer explains that when your goal is to process millions of I/O operations in the Linux kernel, for example, having run-time (i.e., C if) debug checks to verify certain assumptions would prevent you from scaling. However, developers still need a mechanism to easily verify assumptions when checking for code correctness, and they suggest that this can be cheaply achieved using the C preprocessor at compile-time.

Since developers’ comments about run-time checks were not entirely consistent, we use the survey to see the preference of a broader population. This time, we present the two code snippets shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4a, we use conditional directives, while in Figure 4b, we use run-time variability with C if. We again ask survey participants to indicate which style they prefer using. Surprisingly, 75% mentioned that they prefer to use conditional compilation directives (i.e., Figure 4a) while only 19% prefer to use run-time variability (Figure 4b). The remaining 6% of developers did not have a preference.

Based on the results of our interviews, we expected a higher percentage of developers to prefer using run-time variability in the survey. Accordingly, we went back to our interview data to see if we can find supporting reasons for why this might be the case. We find that developers might be inclined to use #ifdefs instead of if checks because of the following reasons. First, as stated by developer P1, when using conditional directives, it is easier to see the optional code. In other words, it is clear that the block of code from lines 3 to 8 is optional in Figure 4a. Second, developers P3 and P4 mentioned that by using variables instead of macros, developers do not know whether the compiler will optimize the source code. For instance, if the developer does not define PM3D in Figure 4b, variable PM3D_RT...
Figure 4 (a) Code snippet of Gnuplot with preprocessor conditional directives within function bodies. (b) Using local variables to avoid checking preprocessor macros throughout the code.

is always zero, i.e., false, and the block of code from lines 7 to 10 becomes unreachable. Developers argue that compilers may perform optimizations to remove such dead code, but there are no guarantees (i.e., this is compiler specific and depends on the compiler settings). Additionally, a few developers mention that some compilers may issue warnings about such unreachable code or about cases where the if condition would always be true which they find annoying (P3, P29).

5.3 No Perceived Alternatives

Several developers mention that they have not thought about alternatives to the C preprocessor (P17, P19-P21, P25-P28) and that they are comfortable with using the C preprocessor for the purposes previously discussed. As stated by one developer (P40): “Preprocessor directives can be used to remove the most tedious and error-prone parts of programming. It is also the only C-native way to conditionally compile when run-time checks are unacceptable due to performance overheads. There are no alternatives to the C preprocessor for this type of usage without using some tool outside the language.” Similarly, additional developers mentioned that in some cases, they really need to remove parts of the source code (P1, P6, P23, P27). Otherwise, the code will not compile because of platform-specific parts that have not been removed. This leads them to argue that it does not matter which alternative one comes up with, one will need the C preprocessor at some point for such a platform-specific conditional compilation problem. Additionally, developers expressed concern that new technologies that replace the C preprocessor are likely not going to be present in all compilers (P1, P6, P20). This shows hesitation to adopt third-party tools or alternate technologies (e.g., aspect-oriented programming [2, 42] or new macro languages such as ASTEC [43]) because of portability concerns.

Summary 2

Developers do not see any current technologies that can entirely replace the C preprocessor. However, some developers routinely use alternate coding styles such as dividing functionality into separate files or functions (preferred by 60%) and using run-time checks instead of #ifdef checks (preferred by 19%).

Data Sources: Interviews (Study 1), Survey (Study 2), and Prior studies [48, 58]
We now try to understand what problems, if any, do developers face while using the C preprocessor. We find that developers’ comments generally align with the problems raised in the research literature. Specifically, developers mention the following problems: (1) dealing with preprocessor-related bugs, (2) testing an exponential number of configurations, and (3) difficulty with understanding code with too many #ifdefs.

### 6.1 Preprocessor-related Bugs

A number of developers confirm that bugs related to conditional compilation occur frequently (P7, P18, P23, P35-P37) or at least sometimes (P8-P10, P13, P14, P27). Our interviewees list different types of bugs related to the use of preprocessor directives, such as: incompatible macro selection (P17); macros resulting in erroneous control flow (P20, P22, P26); incorrect macro expansion (P9); misspelled macro names (P22, P23); missing variables and functions such as defining a variable in optional code and using it in mandatory code (P13); type errors (P8, P18, P23); missing variables and function errors like missing control flow tokens, e.g., opening and closing brackets (P24); linking problems (P24); behavioral changes due to macro interactions (P1, P9); memory and resource leaks, memory corruption, and race conditions (P14); and incorrect use of #else and #elif. For instance, #else clause incorrectly treating some configurations, or use of #elif without an #else at the end to treat the default case (P14).

Some interviewees (P3, P20, P27) argue that it is hard to deal with a high number of different macro combinations, which may ease the introduction of bugs. Developer P1 points out that code that does not compile is easy to deal with, but the runtime bugs are the harder ones to detect. On the other hand, some developers (P8, P10, P13, P20) mention that even to detect simple compiler errors, someone has to compile the source code using the specific configuration that contains errors which is not that easy. The types of bugs developers mentioned align with various results from previous studies [7,14,37,44,61,62] that we discussed in more detail in Section 2. Additionally, the fact that dealing with macro combinations is one of the sources of bugs is consistent with the findings of Iago et al. [1].

Since the data from our interviews is qualitative, we used our survey to quantify the frequency of C preprocessor-related bugs. We also asked developers about the difficulty of introducing preprocessor-related bugs when compared to other types of bugs as well as difficulty of detection. We present the results in Figure 5a-d, which can be summarized as follows. Even though developers believe that preprocessor-related bugs do not occur very frequently (Figure 5a), they find that they are slightly more critical than non-preprocessor related bugs (Figure 5b) and that they are easier to introduce (Figure 5c) and harder to detect (Figure 5d). Our survey findings are consistent with our prior work [29] that parsed all code of a Linux kernel (release x86, only) and did not find any syntax errors. On the other hand, when the same authors analyzed BusyBox, they only found a few type and linker errors that they reported to developers and which were fixed in subsequent releases [30]. This supports our findings that such types of errors may be rare, but are still important to fix nonetheless.

Both our interview and survey results suggest that, similar to researchers [1,29,40], practitioners perceive the C preprocessor as error-prone. However, developers did not mention having any tools that help them with avoiding such errors. Our findings suggest that we need further research on developing tool support to minimize bugs related to preprocessor usage and finding ways to make such tools attractive for developers to use.
6.2 Combinatorial Testing

Developers explain that another problem with using the C preprocessor is dealing with combinatorial explosions. As mentioned by developer P19, the use of conditional directives makes the code hard to test and debug since it increases the testing matrix. The number of configurations to test grows exponentially when developers add new preprocessor macros in \texttt{#ifdefs}. Assuming that there are $n$ optional and independent macros, developers have $2^n$ different configurations. Furthermore, developers explain that they also need to consider different compilers, operating systems, and platforms, which is time-consuming and makes automation difficult. For these reasons, many developers (P1-P6, P9, P17, P19, P20, P22, P23, P25) mentioned that they normally do not test all different macro combinations due to time and resource constraints. They explain that they do not have an easy way to test all possible combinations.

Many developers (P9, P17, P19, P20, P22, P23, P25) mention that what happens in practice is that they check only a few configurations of the source code. Furthermore, some developers (P11, P18, P24) check only the default configuration on their own machine with all optional macros active. However, a few developers (P1, P37) mention that they additionally consider different platforms besides their own. They say that by compiling the source code with two or three different compilers and using 32 and 64-bit platforms, they are comfortable enough that the code is portable. Similarly, some developers (P19, P20, P22) said that they select specific configurations to test by setting different macro combinations manually.
This variation in testing style tells us that there is no systematic way to fully test such systems. We find that developers (P2, P26) often rely on end-users to test the source code using different platform configurations. Developer P26 explains this as follows: “I check whatever combinations I can, and some combinations can only be tested on systems to which I have no access. I rely on others to help out or just cross my fingers.” Developer P2 echoes this, also stating that he heavily relies on his user base to report back errors. This result aligns with a recent study on testing in the Eclipse platform by Greiler et al. [24]. Some developers (P4, P10, P13) realize that they use a narrow testing strategy and perceive it as a problem, expecting to find additional bugs if they are able to test more configurations. For example, one developer (P26) tells us: “I do not find bugs related to preprocessor usage by running tests, but when running the tests with different combinations of macros.”

We find that testing in industry and open-source projects are different. While our open-source interviewees repeatedly mention testing only a few configurations and relying on user testing, industry developers (P31, P32, P38) mention that they test the source code on all supported platforms with all macros active. Additionally, some industrial developers (P33-P36) state that they check all combinations and platforms supported. This difference can be explained by the lack of community involvement in the industry context and that the number of used configurations tends to smaller (companies can restrict the number of supported configurations).

To overcome some of the challenges above, several developers (P8-P12, P14, P31-P34) mention that they use style checkers and static-analysis tools that often help them avoid bugs. This is especially true in industry projects. Our interviewees used the following tools: Checkpath, Vera+++, Coverity, Cppcheck, Valgrind, Coccinelle, and Lint. Other developers (P7, P13) mentioned that they use at least Gcc with all warnings active. However, these tools consider only one configuration at a time, after preprocessing. Thus, these tools do not focus on bugs related to preprocessor usage. Some tools, e.g., Cppcheck, try to deal with many configurations by activating one macro at a time and performing the analysis several times, which is time-consuming. Coccinelle also handles variability to some extent by building a control-flow graph per function, where statement-level #ifdefs are taken into consideration. During the interviews, only one Linux developer (P9) mentioned a research tool, Undertaker [63], that can detect dead #ifdef-guarded blocks. However, developers did not mention any of the research tools that could analyze all configurations, such as TypeChef [29] or SuperC [22].

### 6.3 Code Comprehension

Our interviews suggest that many developers find it hard to understand code that is filled with #ifdefs. Developers (P1, P5) mentioned that the mixing of C code and directives interrupts the code logic since they are two independent languages. Developers (P1, P5, P6, P19, P21, P25, P26) believe that this mixing can obfuscate the source code making it harder to read, comprehend, and maintain since it is difficult to determine which parts of the code are going to be compiled under which conditions. For example, some developers (P1, P5, P23, P24) complain about the use of fine-grained directives within function bodies. It requires the analysis of control flow structures (if, while, switch, and goto statements) as well as #ifdef, #ifndef, #if, #else, and #elif directives. In addition, it becomes harder to understand the control flow, more difficult to check whether opening and closing brackets match, increases code complexity, and may lead to bugs. Additional developers (P10, P18, P20, P24) confirm this, saying that they often avoid preprocessor directives because of readability problems. One developer (P6) specifically comments on this, saying “My main
problem is that if there are macros 7 layers deep[,] I don’t understand them.”

We used our survey to gain further insight into the impact of C preprocessor directives on code comprehension and maintainability as shown in Figure 5e. We find that 14% of our interviewees state that they prefer to avoid nesting preprocessor conditional directives altogether, 53% do not mind using nesting up to level 2, and only 18% find that three levels of nesting is still acceptable. Note that only a few developers find that deep nesting levels (i.e., those beyond three) are acceptable. Overall, implicitly, 85% of the developers see that nesting levels beyond three should be avoided. This aligns with previous work that finds that the average nesting level across 40 analyzed C systems is approximately 1 [38].

Developers face three preprocessor-related problems: (1) preprocessor-related bugs (do not appear often, but are perceived as more critical than other bugs), (2) combinatorial testing (conditional directives increase number of configurations to test), and (3) code comprehension (due to deep nesting of #ifdefs).

Data Sources: Interviews (Study 1), Survey (Study 2), and Prior studies [1,7,14,29,37,38,40,44,61,62]

7 RQ 4: Do Developers Care About the Discipline of Preprocessor Annotations?

The feasibility of introducing undisciplined annotations (see Section 2) is one of the most criticized aspects of the C preprocessor [6,12,18,19,22,29,40,44], which is why we dedicate a separate research question for it. Our goal is to find out whether developers also view undisciplined annotations as problematic.

The majority of interviewees (P1, P5, P17-P28, P32) agree that the use of preprocessor directives to encompass individual tokens or parts of C syntactical units impacts the quality of code negatively. Such developers emphasize that they would not use undisciplined annotations because they hinder source code readability (P5, P17, P18, P22, P25, P26, P28), obfuscate control flow (P1, P24), and make the code difficult to evolve and maintain (P20, P22, P23). One developer (P20) elaborates on this, saying: “I avoid this kind of directives, they make the source code hard to understand and maintain. My gut feeling keeps screaming possible bugs when I’m faced with a code like that.” Along the same lines, one of these developers recommends to discourage or disallow undisciplined annotations through code guidelines to avoid the aforementioned problems (P26). Another developer (P20) stated that code guidelines are important for the homogeneity of the project and that he often asks contributors to rewrite patches to follow the guidelines.

Despite the criticisms we received from most interviewees as shown above, some developers
(P4, P22, P31) mention that they would still use undisciplined annotations in very specific cases. In such cases, they would also document the code to let others understand their reasoning. Furthermore, some developers (P5, P7) are reluctant to change undisciplined annotations once they exist. For instance, one developer (P5) states that: “One thing is to not fix what is not broken. The problem is that to refactor a code, you have to understand [it]. If you do not understand [it], it is not easy to refactor. Many developers would say: I am not going to touch that.” Developer P39 mentioned that while he believes it is good to fix undisciplined annotations, it has a very low priority. It is worth noting that none of the developers mentioned using tools to enforce disciplined annotations or identified a lack of tool support in general.

To generalize our findings, we use the survey to quantify the impact of undisciplined annotations on code understanding, maintainability, and error proneness as shown in Figure 5f-h. Our results show that developers generally agree that undisciplined annotations have a negative impact on code understanding (88%), maintainability (81%), and error proneness (86%). However, in a previous study, Schulze et al. [55] could not establish significant differences between disciplined and undisciplined annotations from a program comprehension perspective in a controlled experiment. Nevertheless, they observed that finding and correcting errors is a time-consuming and tedious task in the presence of preprocessor annotations. Additionally, although developers see undisciplined annotations negatively, other researchers [40] detected that almost 16% of conditional directives are undisciplined annotations.

To investigate this gap between developer preferences and perceptions and the reality in the code base, we performed an additional analysis of software repositories to identify the reasons why developers introduce undisciplined annotations. By analyzing 14 software repositories of our corpus, we detected that only 21 (7%) out of 299 developers introduced almost 85% of all undisciplined annotations we found in the software repositories. When we tried to contact these developers, some got defensive and excused their use of undisciplined annotations. For instance, one developer argues that, “The code was actively rewritten at the time, and it often happens that first drafts of an idea ends up in poor code.”

Figure 6a presents an example of an undisciplined annotation introduced in one of the C projects we examined. When we discussed this code fragment with its author, the author mentioned to prefer the equivalent code snippet in Figure 6b as a replacement. Another developer who we contacted about undisciplined annotations stated to use such annotations to avoid cloning the source code as well as compiler warnings. Figure 7a presents the undisciplined annotation introduced by this developer. When discussing the code, the developer showed us the alternative in Figure 7b that clones the source code (see lines 5 and 8) and another that generates compiler warnings as shown in Figure 7c, both of which seemed unacceptable to that developer. In this latter case, variable failed is always true when macro USE_NTLM_AUTH is not defined. In addition, this developer mentioned that since the undisciplined annotation in the original code was not repeated in many places, this minimizes potential problems. Such examples show that there may be situations where developers would prefer to use undisciplined annotations. In a previous study, we proposed alternatives to discipline annotations without cloning the source code [45]. However, they did not take compiler warnings into consideration. According to our data, compiler warnings seem to be a problem that may hinder the adoption of syntactical preprocessors despite of the existence of compiler attributes to ignore specific warnings.
Figure 7 (a) Undisciplined annotation. (b) Alternative that clones code. (c) Alternative that generates compiler warnings.

| 1. #ifdef USE_NTLM_AUTH | 2. #ifdef USE_NTLM_AUTH | 3. boolean failed = TRUE; |
| 2. if (priv->sso_available) { | 2. if (priv->sso_available) { | 4. #ifdef USE_NTLM_AUTH |
| 3. conn->state = SSO_FAILED; | 3. conn->state = SSO_FAILED; | 5. conn->state = NTLM_FAILED; |
| 4. } else { | 4. } else { | 6. } |
| 5. #endif | 5. #endif | 7. #endif |
| 6. conn->state = NTLM_FAILED; | 6. conn->state = NTLM_FAILED; | 8. conn->state = NTLM_FAILED; |
| 7. #ifdef USE_NTLM_AUTH | 7. #ifdef USE_NTLM_AUTH | 9. #endif |
| 8. } else | 8. if (failed){ | 10. } |
| 9. #endif | 9. conn->state = NTLM_FAILED; |

Summary 4

Most developers agree that undisciplined annotations impact code understanding, maintainability, and error proneness. However, there are cases where developers use undisciplined annotations to avoid code clones and compiler warnings.

Data Sources: Interviews (Study 1), Survey (Study 2), Mining Repositories (Study 3), and Previous work [40, 45, 55]

8 Concluding Remarks

We performed interviews with 40 developers about their perceptions of the C preprocessor, used grounded theory to analyze the data, and cross-validated the results with data from a survey with 202 developers, repository mining, and previous studies. Our study makes a step toward understanding how developers perceive the C preprocessor, enabling new perspectives on practices, guidelines, tools and technology transfer, and possible research directions. We found that the C preprocessor is still widely used in practice mainly to solve portability and variability problems. Developers are aware of problems and follow guidelines and adopt runtime variation, but they see no alternatives to the preprocessor; developers are skeptical about using new technologies outside the language. In addition, preprocessor-related bugs are perceived as less frequent, but easier to introduce, harder to fix, and more critical than other bugs. We also find that more than 80% of developers do not like to use undisciplined annotations because they negatively impact code maintainability, comprehension and error proneness.

Our study has several implications for practitioners and researchers:

1. Guidelines and enforcement. Practitioners use guidelines to avoid common well-known pitfalls of the C preprocessor. In addition to information mined from repositories [12, 40, 44], our study provides a first step to develop guidelines grounded in data and taking into account developer preferences and acceptance. For example, we found strong evidence that developers support separating portable code at functions or files granularity, avoiding deep nesting of #ifdef directives, and avoiding undisciplined annotations. Whereas many developers routinely use analysis tools and respond to their warnings, there are currently few tools to enforce preprocessor-related guidelines systematically.

2. Quality assurance. Configurations are rarely tested systematically or even exhaustively, and developers perceive this as a problem. Restriction on configurations (especially in industrial projects) and community involvement (especially in open source projects) are current pragmatic strategies to cope with large configuration spaces (similar to plug-in systems [24]). We argue that systematic sampling [49, 60] and family-based analyses [64] are promising directions.
3. **Tool design and technology transfer.** The cross-platform availability with every compiler is an asset of the C preprocessor that developers are not willing to give up and that limits the adoption of alternative tools. Changes at the standardization level seem more effective, as done with module systems [23] and C++ extensions to replace the need for lexical includes and macros [34,46]. Researchers might want to make their tools more attractive to developers by taking their perspective and needs into account. Low awareness of research tools indicates a communication problem. External tools that automatically detect guideline violations (such as undisciplined annotations) and propose fixes (e.g., refactorings) can likely have a larger impact on practice and simplify work for downstream analysis or refactoring tools that can take advantage of limited usage patterns.

The purpose of this study is not to design new language mechanisms, but we discussed preferable alternatives, many of which have been adopted in modern languages. Still, the large amount of existing C code (and also Fortran and C++ code which frequently use the C preprocessor) and the difficulty of analyzing and porting it due to the particularities of the C preprocessor make it worth studying the problem both from a technical perspective and also as a technology transfer problem. While the results do not directly generalize beyond the C preprocessor, it demonstrates perceptions of developers that might be of interest also to other language and tool designers.
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